LEOSA members must adhere to this pamphlet as well the following guidance.

- Must be assigned to Hurlburt Field, 96th SFS or 919th SFS
- May Conceal Carry a POF while on the Installation after meeting ALL LEOSA and AF requirements
- Will not Conceal Carry while in Military uniform
- Must have credentials at all times
- Will not Conceal Carry in any prohibited facility or area, examples below.
  - All Restricted and Controlled Areas
  - All Medical and Dental Facilities
  - Commissary
  - HQ AFSOC Facility
  - Legal Office (Courtroom-When in session)

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

✓ Q. What does it mean to secure a firearm?
✓ A. The firearm needs to be in a compartment that can be locked and out of sight (i.e. glove compartment/console)

✓ Q. Does Florida constitutional carry law allow firearm carry on the installation?
✓ A. No, the installation is a Federal facility and has its own policies.

✓ Q. What is the process for traveling to Eglin with your conceal carry firearm?
✓ A. You cannot take your firearm onto Eglin; therefore make plans for your firearm.

✓ Q. What is the process for going to the range after work w/ a Rifle but w/o a Conceal Carry?
✓ A. May temporally store POF/POW in a POV. Firearm must be unloaded and secured out of the drivers/passengers reach. Must not be visible from the outside of the vehicle. Ammo must be transported in a separate container from the firearm.

✓ Q. What is the process if stopped for a random vehicle inspection entering or leaving base with firearm in car or on person?
✓ A. If you have a firearm remain calm and declare your firearm.

✓ Q. What are the rules for staying in lodging with a firearm?
✓ A. No firearms will be in lodging or stored in your vehicle. If TDY or on leave, the SFS armory will store your firearm(s).

✓ Q. Do you have to declare firearms upon standard base entry/ID check/or get pulled over?
✓ A. Standard base entry/ID Check, No, Getting pulled over, Yes.

✓ Q. Is it OK if your firearm case is in a locked vehicle and is in sight?
✓ A. No. Firearms will be stored discretely.

Important Phone Numbers

1 SOSFS Armory (850) 884-6261
Base Defense Operation Center (850) 884-7777
Rifle and Pistol Club (850) 884-4184
Base Visitor Center (850) 884-2310
Police Services (850) 884-7476

This pamphlet is for informational purposes only and guidance may change. Please refer to the Hurlburt Field Integrated Defense Plan for current policy or contact Security Forces Police Services at 884-7476.
The following measures apply to all personnel entering the installation to include privatized housing, dormitory and billeting residents possessing privately owned firearms (POF).

- Each military sponsor responsible for a privatized-housing unit will ensure all POF stored in their housing unit are secured in an appropriately constructed locked container; this includes Fam Camp. POFs should be equipped with a tamper-resistant mechanical lock (i.e., trigger locks) or other safety device.

- Ammunition may be stored in a locked drawer of a gun cabinet or stored in a gun safe. Ammunition not stored in a gun safe will be placed in another location (separate from POFs).

- Each organization on Hurlburt Field will direct POF registration by its members residing on base using the AF Form 1314, Firearms Registration. Registration information and safe storage certification will be forwarded to 1 SOSFS Pass & Registration for tracking purposes. At no time will an individual bring the POF to Pass & Registration for registration.

**Personnel residing in dormitories and billeting are not authorized to store POFs in their rooms or vehicles. All dorm and billeting residents will store their firearms in the 1 SOSFS armory and make arrangements through their unit for all other POFs. For information on storing firearms in the 1 SOSFS armory contact 884-6261.**

**PRIVATE SALES**

The private (individual to individual) sale/purchase of POFs on the installation is restricted to individuals who reside on the installation. Individuals who reside off base will not bring POFs on the installation for the purpose of advertising, displaying, or selling. The commercial sale of firearms on the installation is restricted to 1 SOFSS Rifle and Pistol.

**RIFLE AND PISTOL CLUB**

Active members of the Hurlburt Field Rifle & Pistol Club or Skeet Range may transport privately owned firearms onto the installation and may temporarily store them in a privately owned vehicle for use before and after duty hours. Firearms must be unloaded and securely encased in a compartment out of reach by the driver and passengers; privately owned firearms must be stored in a manner that makes them not visible from the outside. Lockable containers are preferred; however, they are not required when all vehicle doors and trunk are locked. Ammunition will be transported in a separate container than firearms.

**HOURS OF OPERATIONS**

Range Manager: Mon & Fri 9-12
Joining/Renewing: Sat 8-10 walk-ins
(Process lasts approximately 1 hour)
Firing Range: Open to members 7 days a week, sunrise to sunset.

**WHERE TO SIGN UP**

Application and annual renewals are every Saturday morning from 8-10am in the Club House adjacent to the ranges (Bldg. 99535) or by contacting ISOFSS.FSCO@us.af.mil or call Outdoor Recreation at (850) 884-6939.